Introduction
By simply looking at the biblical reports, one expects the healings, exorcisms and miracles of Jesus to be at the centre of any theology of the New Testament and dogmatic Christology. Sadly, in wellknown European contributions of the past century, this does not seem to be the case.
1 On account of the biblical reports (as sermons), it is clear that the pre-Easter Jesus should, to a large extent, be understood as healer. There are simply too many references to his healings and exorcisms in the Gospels to ignore them as being insignificant (cf. Craffert 1999; Etzelmüller & Weissenrieder 2010) . It is furthermore clear that the healing activities of Jesus as imbedded in his own mission have formed the background to the earliest missionary reactions and actions of believers. 2 The missionary commissions of the pre-Easter Jesus are also linked to healing activities. The 'twelve' (Lk 9:1-9) and the 'seventy-two' (Lk 10:1-24) who were sent out to become fishers of men and to preach the coming of the Kingdom were empowered to perform all kinds of healings. 3 The first missionary movement, initiated by the apostles, also concentrated on a combination of proclamation and healing. The work of Peter and Paul, as documented in the Book of Acts, 4 needs special mention. Early in the history of the church, healing was interpreted as a gift of the Holy Spirit (1 Cor 12:7, 9, 28) . One should also keep in mind that the early church was a healing community. The elders prayed for the sick and anointed them with oil in the name of the Lord (Ja 5:14 -cf. Rt 3:3; 2 Sm 14:2; Dn 10:3). It is therefore clear that the first believing communities trusted in 'faith healings' (Ja 5:15) as well as the 'magical power' of sacred substances (Berends 1998:6) .
Throughout history, the church has made an enormous contribution towards health, healing and healthcare. The achievements of the church in this regard are well documented (cf. Porter 2007) . We as South Africans, with our small perspective of history, cannot form a proper image of the contribution of the church during the Middle Ages. The church made positive contributions to every possible effort regarding medical science and medical care (cf. Jankrift 2003 Jankrift , 2005 . For the purposes of this article, I wish to highlight only the following achievements of the church during the mediaeval period of history 5 :
1. Bultmann (1977 Bultmann ( , 1980a , Goppelt (1978) , Pannenberg (1991) , Stuhlmacher (1992) and Van de Beek (1998) refer only here and there to Jesus' healings, whilst Gnilka (1990) , Kasper (1993) , Moltmann (1989) and Ridderbos (1972) have longer expositions. Some of them (Bultmann 1980b; Van de Beek 1991) , however, wrote important essays and books on this theme.
2.The following verses from Luke should proof the point: 4:14; 5:1-11; 5: 17-26; 7:18-35; 8:26-56; 9:10-17; 9:37-45; 11:14-28; 13:32; 18:35-43; 19:37. 3.After Jesus had called his disciples to become fishers of men (Lk 5:1-11), he immediately healed someone (5:12). He sent out the twelve not only to preach but also to heal the sick. He gave them the power and authority to do so (9:1-9). It is important to note that the disciples could not heal a child with epilepsy (9:37-45). They were not sent out as magicians. A man who was not a disciple drove out demons in the name of Jesus. Healing miracles were not (and still are not) the privilege of only a few (9:46-50). The 72% were sent out to preach the coming of the Kingdom. However, Jesus also gave them the power to heal the sick. Importantly, the emphasis was not on the power over evil but on the message about salvation that needed to be revealed to ordinary people (10:1-24).
4.Cf. at least Acts 3: 1-10; 4; 30; 5:12-16; 8:4-7; 9:32-43; 10; 38; 14; 9: 28; 27 (cf. Kahl 2010 for comprehensive information).
5.African theologians should also take cognisance of the enormity of the Western Christian contribution to health, healing and healthcare. • Answers to all the major philosophical questions regarding diseases, pandemics and catastrophes.
• The development of a variety of hospitals, tending to every possible sickness and disease in a comprehensive and holistic way.
• The development of the nursing profession, grounded in the deaconate of the church.
• An enormous contribution to medical scientific research.
• Experimenting with all kinds of traditional, indigenous medicines and healing practices that could benefit the sick and the dying.
It is noteworthy that at least two of the leading Reformers of the 16th century, namely Philipp Melanchthon and John Calvin, made valuable contributions to the question concerning the relationship between faith and healing. Melanchthon 6 deserves special acknowledgement for paving the way for the close relationship between faith and scientifically tested medicine as well as for the cooperation between the faculties of Theology and Medicine in Wittenberg (cf. Oehmig 2007) .
Since the Reformation, European churches have had no difficulty in combining mission and 'Western scientific medicine'. 'Medical missions' 7 proved to be a successful missionary approach in Africa (Sievernich 2009:98-101 ). However, one should concede that this approach has also become one of the major stumbling blocks of Reformed mission in Africa. African people welcome the efforts of mainline Protestant churches to enhance health with the support of 'Western scientific medicine'. However, they do not regard this campaign as being sufficient. They also want to experience an alliance with traditional African medicine and healing practices. The urge is for a more holistic approach that would deal with all the African health problems, including witchcraft, spiritual affliction and the typical African stress-related sicknesses. The exclusion of traditional healing practices as well as the traditional African world view from mission has undoubtedly become a stumbling block to African Christianity (cf. Manala 2006) .
In European or Northern Christianity, the dominance of the scientific world view has made theologians believe that not only primal religiosity but also the biblical reports on healing miracles should be excluded from theological reflection. This type of theology has directly or indirectly influenced missionary efforts in Africa. The time has come to acknowledge that a theology with a weak interest in healing does not capture the imagination of Africans. The absence of 6.Philipp Melanchthon (1497 -1560 The question that needs to be answered is why African scholars and churches try to reconcile Christianity with traditional healing. At least the following perspectives need to be mentioned: Africa is known for its many diseases and pandemics. Self-evidently, the search for health, healing and a good life calls for great urgency. For centuries, African traditional religion and the traditional healing practices accompanying it have helped Africans to deal with sickness and death. It needs to be accepted that the African masses have not and are not going to turn their backs on the proposition of traditional healing completely. It is also well known that 'Western medicine' has not as yet come up with an effective treatment for the HIV and AIDS pandemic. As long as this is the case, Africans will embrace medical pluralism. I am therefore of the opinion that Reformed mission could continue to transfer elements of European medical achievements (inter alia as fruits of the biblical message) to Africa but that it should also try to liaise with traditional healing. The time is past for African culture and religion, in its totality, to be viewed as irreconcilable with the Christian faith. Africans have, over the past decades, become 'proudly African'. Reformed mission should therefore not ignore this epoch-making cultural transformation process. We would have to find a way in Reformed missiology for the removal of the tendency of being anti-African. This new approach would have to include a more accommodating attitude towards traditional healing. As Reformed theologians, we would subsequently have to critically revisit our traditional viewpoints on the relationship between the Christian faith and traditional healing. We would have to accept the following facts:
• Africans are not going to despise their own culture, which is inextricably intertwined with traditional religion.
• Traditional healing practices, which are imbedded in traditional religion, will remain an important aspect of African life.
• The Christian faith would have to accommodate at least certain aspects of traditional healing.
• Western allopathic medicine cannot be the sole legitimate partner of missionary efforts. • The plurality of medical opinions and options would have to be respected by the church's mission.
European and African theologians on healing
I will briefly revisit a few opinions that could assist us in obtaining clarity on the fundamental problems we are facing. Firstly, I will discuss the opinions of three New Testament scholars who are exemplary of the church's struggle with the Enlightenment and its consequences. I will also indicate why these opinions are not helpful in respect of the missionary task in Africa. Secondly, I will discuss the opinions of a few African scholars who are attempting to accommodate aspects of primal religiosity. I will, however, also mention my own reservations concerning their opinions.
New Testament scholarship and the scientific world view Rudolf Bultmann and miracles
According to the sociologist Max Weber (1864-1920), the task of science is to deprive the world of its mystique (Entzauberung). Rudolf Bultmann embraced this theory and made it the goal of his demythologisation program. In line with the credo of the sciences of the 20th century, he believed that one had to eliminate miracles, explain the explainable and make the unexplainable explainable. The result of this rationalisation and demythologisation process was the creation of a new myth, namely the possibility of complete scientific insight into and knowledge of reality (Pernkopf 2007:28) . However, this assumption is not reconcilable with Jewish-Christian thought, as will be argued later.
Bultmann, who was deeply influenced by modernism, had a deprecatory attitude towards faith healing and miracles. His opinions are not helpful in the African context. Africans have little difficulty believing in the supernatural, spirits, miracles and magic. As South Africans living in a country where the First and Third worlds meet, we cannot opt for either the one or the other paradigm. We need a midway of dealing with the biblical reports and our scientific and traditional environments. I believe that early Greek philosophy and Jewish religion provide us with acceptable avenues.
Allow me to start with a perspective from the Jewish tradition. More often than not it has been stated that the Old Testament is the Bible of Africa (Ntloedibe 2000) . As Reformed theologians we could never reconcile ourselves with this anti-Christological theology. We should, however, give the Old Testament (and the Jewish cultural tradition) the attention it deserves. Even regarding this matter, the Old Testament may assist us in finding a way to Jesus Christ as well as to discovering the necessity for scientific research. According to the Jewish tradition, the Torah and the community of the elect play a decisive role in terms of life orientation. Whatever falls outside of these perspectives should be left to the 'course of life' and should be handled with According to Plato and Aristotle, astonishment ['verbasing'] and amazement ['verwondering'] lead to philosophy. Thaumazein, understood as astonishment and amazement, is therefore the road on which one would encounter the miracle, the miracle of the fact that something is and that there is not simply nothing (cf. Esterbauer 2007:19) . Leading scholars in the natural sciences today state openly that they are also cautiously feeling their way through their research. They are also subjected to guessing, doubting and hoping. The idea of a 'miracle' is no longer a taboo topic. They are also looking at reality with amazement, allowing the unexpected to guide their imagination and their thinking (Pernkopf 2007:39) . We as theologians should therefore stop fearing and bring back the concept of miracles into our theological discussions. Self-evidently, the reason for our amazement would be because we have heard about the deeds of Jesus from reliable witnesses.
A Jewish dictum states, 'A Jew is not a Jew when he does not expect a miracle every day'. This is a statement not only about the power of God but also about the relativity of human actions. This dictum states verbatim what the symbol of the Jewish 'hat' is referring to, namely that God, His power and His actions relativise all our human efforts. The miracle undermines the absoluteness of our planning and constructions. The belief in miracles liberates us from fantasies about human omnipotence and from our concern of having to do everything and our ability or disability to do it. The belief in miracles simply states the willingness to reckon with God in our human history (Rapp 2007:41-43) . 'Praise be to the Lord God, the God of Israel, who alone does marvellous deeds' (Ps 72:18) .
Amazement at what God has done and is still doing in Christ seems, in my opinion, to be a more responsible approach to healing. The desire, on the one hand, to see magic visibly at work (African religiosity) whilst rejecting divine intervention in history (Western science), on the other hand, would not be responsible. True faith and the willingness to witness are clearly linked to amazement and awe (cf. 
Walter Schmithals and the historical Jesus
According to the viewpoint of Walter Schmithals (1970:25) , the New Testament only reports on the miracles as seeming events from the life of the earthly Jesus. In fact, it preaches about what God has done for His congregation and what He wants to do for the world through Jesus Christ, the crucified and resurrected Lord. This viewpoint puts Schmithals in the comfortable position of not having to discuss the historical validity of these reports. In the process, these reports are degraded to being accidental and artificial fittings for the Gospel (Kerygma) that are not grounded in the historical deeds of Jesus (Weder 1992:63) . The end result would be that we would have nothing more than the 'word about the cross and resurrection' to present to the world. Furthermore, Schmithals is of the opinion that it is not important who the historical Jesus was; it is only important who He is now. The question is, Should we use this opinion for our missionary effort in Africa? I do not think so. In Africa, the question who someone was, where he came from and who his ancestors were is of the utmost importance. The same can be said about the Jews. 10 The historical Jesus, his historical background and his historical deeds are important aspects of mission in Africa. Kwame Bediako (2000:23) refers to the argument of the critics of Christianity that Jesus is a latecomer in Africa. In Africa, people respect that which is old. The first ones, the founders, the progenitors, the ancestors are regarded as the important ones. In terms of a mission strategy, it would be important to refer to Jesus as the pre-existent Son of God, the Son of Man, the Son of Abraham, the Son of David who is much older than any African ancestor. The Jesus who healed the sick and who is still present as healer should be presented as a historical personality and reality. The healings of Jesus only as signs of the future Kingdom do not impress Africans.
To them, what He has done in the past is more important than any promises about actions in the future.
Andries van Aarde and the reality of spiritual affliction
Andries van Aarde is of the opinion that Jesus' healings and exorcisms should be understood against the background of the stress factors 11 of the first-century Mediterranean world. According to him, they were 'healings of empowerment'. Jesus empowers people to cope with stress. Van Aarde (2000) states the following:
Jesus 'empowered' people who succumbed to stress and enabled them to survive. He provided renewed sense and meaning to people's lives. Jesus' healings were not miracles in the sense of a supernatural intervention by God in the physical world; rather, (Manala 2006:3, 10, 285) . In most cases, stress-related mental disorders are ascribed to attacks from the 'spirits-of-theabove'. An anti-supernaturalistic rationalism that explains possession in terms of mental pathologies would not touch the heart of Africa's problems. Responses to 'spirit attacks' are limited to three possibilities, namely appeasement, accommodation and exorcism. Obviously, the biblical reports on Jesus' exorcisms would be of exceptional missiological importance (Ferdinando 1999:55-59, 70-85) .
African scholarship and primal religions Jesus the life-giver and the theodicy problem
Regarding the question what the main contribution of African Christology could be, Kwesi Dickson (Stinton 2004:54) , President of the All African Council of Churches, states that African scholars could contribute to the understanding of the notion of Jesus as the giver of life (Jn 10:10). According to him, the images of Jesus as the giver of bread, water and light (Jn 6) could be afforded a wider and better understanding through referrals to Africa's understanding of life, culminating in society's participation in social structures and the successes of keeping families together (Stinton 2004:55-56) . John Pobee supports this effort when he states that the image of Jesus as the life (Jn 14:6) could be explained to Africans through using the seven graces in Akan life as the context of understanding. He believes that when Ghanaians hear that Jesus provides good health, grace, peace in society, potency and fertility of sex, powerful eyesight, good hearing, rain and general prosperity to the clan, they would join the church (Stinton 2004:58 (Stinton 2004:62) One of the answers to this question that one encounters increasingly is that diseases (such as HIV and AIDS) should be seen as the punishment of the ancestors for Africans' embracement of the Christian faith and their loss of interest in ancestral religiosity (Ferdinando 1999:53; Van Dyk 2008:201-206 Interestingly, the Jewish tradition knows of many 'punishment miracles'. Jesus, however, did not perform such miracles. Why not? The function of these punishment miracles has always been the sanctioning of the current construction of reality. These miracles, therefore, have made cultural innovation impossible. The miracles of Jesus, however, make a new interpretation of reality possible (Weder 1992:69, 74) . Hopefully, this perspective would illuminate my plea that the importance of Jesus' healings be reconsidered. One of the main problems with the African world view is that it leaves little room for innovation and something new. The complaint that the church wants to foist a newcomer on Africa is typical of a 'closed world-view' that fears anything new.
However, we would have to refrain from a misplaced idealism in Africa. The negativity of traditionalists towards Christianity also has to do with an observation of reality that Europeans find difficult to understand. Africans realise the brokenness of the fallen world. They know that not everything could be repaired or made possible. In Africa, one becomes overwhelmed by the enormous powers and forces of society and nature. Sadly, Africa believes that 'blaming' (Van Wyk 2004 :1221 -1222 ) would solve problems. However, it does not solve problems; it multiplies them. The Gospel could assist in accepting the mysteriousness of this world. Furthermore, it could also help to discover sin (original sin) and the consequences of sinful actions as the reasons behind our social problems. 12 This discovery could resultantly have an influence on many other things. People would stop spreading the HI virus. They would stop the collapse of 12.This is one reason why elencti cs, to my mind, should form part of the curriculum.
.This is one reason why elenctics, to my mind, should form part of the curriculum.
the medical infrastructure. They would patiently wait for scientific solutions to this seemingly incurable disease 13 and be open to divine intervention into our world.
Jesus in alliance with traditional healers
African theologians such as Jean-Marc Ela have a different strategy in mind for dealing with Africa's health problems. Ela believes that the church should seek an alliance with the traditional healing fraternity. We should allow the gospel to speak to Africans through their primordial symbolism, as 'Western' medical science is not regarded as the sole or best solution to the health crisis in Africa. The vast majority of African people still consult traditional healers because the Western health care system does not address the typical African problems of evil, witchcraft and misfortune. The result is that Christians have a dualistic approach to sickness and disease. Ela complains as follows:
Christians, you unfortunate people! In the morning at mass, in the evening at the diviner's! Amulet in your pocket, scapular around your neck! This Zaïroise song reveals the tragedy of the majority of black African Christians … For a great number of baptised people, conversion to the Gospel is a veritable, ambiguous adventure.
(Ela quoted from Stinton 2004:63) The solution, as Ela and some of his compatriots see it, would be to form an alliance with traditional healing and healers. These theologians are convinced that the church should work its way into the cultural fibre of African society. By forming a close alliance with traditional culture and religion, one could deal with the typical African health problems in a holistic and culturally acceptable way. Uchenna Ezeh (2003:280-284 ) explains this conviction: In Africa, misfortune such as sickness, barrenness and mental illness is seen as coming from evil spirits (mostly controlled and utilised by evil-minded people) or angry ancestors. People therefore believe that illness has not only physical but also spiritual causes. The spiritual causes could be distorted relationships with people or the ancestors (due to familial or sacrificial negligence or the transgression of a taboo) or the irrational behaviour of malicious spirits. Sicknesses and diseases are therefore believed to have socio-moral and mystico-spiritual causes. Health and healing should accordingly be imbedded in the 'magico-religious fabric' of society. Traditional healers, as well as Jesus, could contribute to a holistic healing process. The physical, spiritual and social dimensions of life could receive attention. Natural as well as supernatural problems could be dealt with by a dual onslaught on the sickness. A variety of healing methods (the use of medicine, magic, prayer, sacrifices, exorcist rituals and counselling) would provide a better chance for recovery.
This solution might seem acceptable at first glance but, in fact, is very problematic. From a missiological point of view, the major question would be 'is there a place for Jesus in 13.It is not the fi rst ti me that a society is being confronted with a seemingly incurable .It is not the first time that a society is being confronted with a seemingly incurable disease. The 'French disease' or syphilis had the same impact on Europe (1497-1501). The medical fraternity had the confidence at the time that they would eventually come up with a solution. This episode should encourage hopeless people in Africa (cf. Stein 2007 for information on the struggle in Leipzig).
this approach'? Traditional healing is linked to traditional religion and therefore these healers rely on the ancestors (or God) but not on Jesus for assistance. The counter-argument would be that many European doctors are atheists and why would it be a problem to consult them? Here, the importance of the First Commandment comes into effect. Ultimately we would have to make the following choices: Do we still want to defend the exclusivity or the absoluteness of the Christian faith, or would we be willing to accept the syncretistic nature of African Christianity as the best possible solution?
Should we choose the road of exclusivity, we would have to work with the image of Christ as the powerful healer, the Christus Victor of the New Testament (Ac 10:38) and the early church (Aulén 1970:36-60) . As Reformed Christians, we are hesitant to expect too much from prayer because of the importance of the petition 'Thy will be done'. We would have to keep in mind that in Africa, the struggle is between two religions. In the struggle for survival and dominance, one cannot enter the discourse with a 'weak Christ'. Jesus the healer, the Son of the Almighty God, is important in Africa (Stinton 2004:66-69) .
Some African scholars (cf. Stinton 2004:80-103) are proposing another solution to the problem when they portray Jesus as healer (Ngaka). By doing so, they use the known, accepted and respected imagery as missiological vehicle. The aim is also to communicate something of the comprehensiveness of Jesus' healings. A diviner 14 (so we are told) follows a more holistic approach to sickness. His importance lies in the reconstruction of the social reality of a sickness.
This type of indigenisation is not new. In early Christianity, Jesus was portrayed as the new Asclepius. He was called Christus medicus (Honecker 1985:310-314) . This Christology was never widely accepted because Jesus is more than and different from the great healers of Hellenism (Honecker 1985:310-323) . This imagery causes great confusion in African communities. The danger is always there that Jesus would be confused with a sorcerer. Finally, I wish to add that Jesus also made valuable contributions to the socioreligious reconstruction of sickness. His contributions are more holistic than that which a diviner could present to families. He concentrated on the contexts of sin, shame and exclusion. 15 In the anti-Western and anti-Christian discourses holism has become a buzz-word that is used constantly (cf. Brand 2002:103-106) . It is my conviction, however, that no healer can be compared to Jesus when it comes to a holistic approach. He restored family ties and relationships ) and people's position in society (17:11-19) , He tended to the powerful as well as ordinary, insignificant people (Lk 7:1-10; 13:10-17), He demonstrated His power and supremacy over evil forces 13:32) , He combined healing and prophecy (Lk 13:32) as well as healing and counselling , He never exploited people (Lk 8:26-39) and He did not make false promises (Lk 9:37-45).
14.Cf. Van Wyk (2004 :1210 -1212 , 2009a for the diff erences between a .Cf. Van Wyk (2004 :1210 -1212 , 2009a for the differences between a herbalist and a diviner. Reformed missiology in Africa has to demonstrate a willingness to listen to, respect and accommodate indigenous knowledge systems. However, the expectations coming forth from the processes of indigenisation and contextualisation would, to my mind, be too ambitious and even unrealistic. One last example should be sufficient: Students and ministers of the Maranatha Reformed Church of Christ constantly remind us that Africans want to see, touch and hear something of divine intervention and, also, that they find the Reformational dictum of 'faith alone' to be incomprehensible. On the one hand, this 'African need' could be met with references to the biblical reports: In many cases, Jesus did heal in such a way that people could 'see' the miracle (Lk 6:6-11). However, Jesus also healed without any visible sign (Lk 7:1-10). He even refused to perform miracles on demand (Lk 4:1-12), He declined the 'signdemands'/Zeichenforderung (Lk 11:29-32) and a miracle did not happen on the cross. However sympathetic one wishes to be towards African needs, these could not be accommodated at all cost. Hopefully, people in Africa would discover that signs of divine intervention remain on the horizontal level. Furthermore, faith relies on miracles, not magic, on the unexpected, not false promises of spiritual manipulation.
Despite the enormous 'success', of AIC and the charismatic movement in Africa, Reformed churches should not mislead the sick and dying with promises of miraculous healings. The magical use of muti or sacred objects (relying on the laws of causation 16 ) or reliance on magic-working faith should not become our temptation. The narrative of Peter on the water (Mt 14:22-33) should constantly alert us to the difference between 'human faith' and 'divine faith'. Peter wanted to emulate Christ. He believed that everything was possible through (his) faith. What we should learn from this narrative is that there is no need to demonstrate and prove the divinity of our calling. We should rather proclaim that people who are drowning could hold on to the faithful hand of Christ (cf. Oberlinner 2007 for a complete exegetical study). It seems that we have a choice between 'success' and theological integrity. If we keep on choosing the latter, a discourse about health and healing would continue to be a discussion concerning the relationships between healing and the Kingdom (Ridderbos 1972 ) and healing and salvation 17 (Schrage 1986; Sundermeier 2004 
